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Countries 
around the 
world mark 
New Year's 
Day
  January 01, 2021

A mixture of celebrations took place across the world on Friday, as countries saw in 2021 in 
a largely quieter fashion.

1-1. A mixture of celebrations                                                                                                        
1-2. with many glad to see the back of a difficult year,                                                                  

2-1. Hundreds in the Chinese city of Wuhan                                                                                     
2-2. where they burned incense                                                                                                       

3. By late morning a queue of people waiting to pay their respects                                             
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

4. Similarly in India, priests conducted rituals                                                                              
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

5-1. Some prayed                                                                                                                             
5-2. and asked for guidance                                                                                                         　

6-1. Thousands of people in Japan,                                                                                               
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
6-2. visited Tokyo's Meiji Shrine                                                                                                  

7. Though celebrations worldwide had largely been toned down the night before,                        
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

8-1. Vietnam’s capital Hanoi                                                                                                          
8-2. one of the very few cities around the world                                                                         
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

9. Many other nations, like the UAE and Egypt,                                                                           
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

10. New York's usually heaving Times Square                                                                             
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11. Low key celebrations                                                                                                              

12. England’s capital London                                                                                                        

13. Though unofficial firework displays brightened the sky at midnight,                                     
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

[Vocabulary]
□mixture: a combination of two or more different things, people, qualities, etc.  

・Her face showed a mixture of fear and excitement.

・The organization is run by a mixture of volunteers and paid staff.

□Wuhan: a city of central China on the Chang Jiang; the commercial and industrial center 

of central China 
□incense: a substance that creates a strong but pleasant smell when burned. Incense is 

often used in religious ceremonies.　
・Try burning incense or lighting a scented candle.

・The temples are gold and glittery and smell of incense.

□snake: to move in or have a series of long curves; Something that snakes in a particular 

direction goes in that direction in a line with a lot of bends.
・The three-mile procession snaked its way through the richest streets of the capital. 

・The path snakes through the trees and up the hill.

□perimeter: the outer edge of an enclosed area of ground such as a field or airport; the 

total length of the sides of a shape such as a square or rectangle　
・...the perimeter of the airport.

・Officers dressed in riot gear are surrounding the perimeter fence.

□ritual: a formal ceremony; a religious service or other ceremony which involves a series 

of actions performed in a fixed order.　
・This is the most ancient, and holiest of the Shinto rituals.

・These ceremonies were already part of pre-Christian ritual in Mexico.

□Ganges River: an Asian river; rises in the Himalayas and flows east into the Bay of 

Bengal; a sacred river of the Hindus
□well-being: the satisfactory state that someone or something should be in, that involves 

such things as being happy, healthy, and safe, and having enough money
・My concern is your well-being. 

・Laughter is taken as a sign of well-being.

□upcoming: about to happen; forthcoming
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・We'll face a tough fight in the upcoming election.

・She is excited about an upcoming three-month trip to London to study English. 

□tough times: times of trouble, struggle, or unhappiness

・I've had tough times since losing my job, but I'm trying to stay positive.

・for industries facing trough rimes

□tone down: to make less strong or intense; soften; If you tone down something that you 

have written or said, you make it less forceful, severe, or offensive.
・The fiery right-wing leader toned down his militant statements after the meeting.　
・The forecasts have had to be toned down, as the economy has shown signs of slowing. 

□festivities: events that are organized in order to celebrate something.  

・The festivities included a huge display of fireworks.

・Festivities include a parade and an open-air concert.

□UAE:＝United Arab Emirates; a group of seven emirates in SW Asia, on the Persian 

Gulf: consists of Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah, Ajman, Umm al Qaiwain, Ras el Khaimah, 
and Fujairah; a former British protectorate; became fully independent in 1971; consists 
mostly of flat desert, with mountains in the east; rich petroleum resources. Official 
language: Arabic. Official religion: Muslim. Currency: dirham. Capital: Abu Dhabi. Pop: 9 
400 145 (2017 est). Area: 83 600 sq km (32 300 sq miles)
□opt for: to choose some option in preference to others

・The kids opted for a trip to Disneyland instead of New York City.

・I always opt for first class when I fly overseas.

□extravagant: spending or costing a lot of money, especially more than is reasonable; 

Something that is extravagant costs more money than you can afford or uses more of 
something than is reasonable. 
・Baking a whole cheese in pastry may seem extravagant.

・...her extravagant lifestyle. 

□firework display: a public event at which fireworks are set alight　
・A huge firework display lit up the night sky.

・The grand finale was a 100,000 firework display set off from a raft out at sea.

□heaving: very busy and full of people; (of a place) extremely crowded; If a place is 

heaving or if it is heaving with people, it is full of people. 
・The parks were heaving with people for a good reason.

・The Happy Bunny club was heaving. 
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□low key: Not elaborate, showy, or intensive; modest or restrained.; If you say that 

something is low-key, you mean that it is on a small scale rather than involving a lot of 
activity or being made to seem impressive or important.
・The wedding will be a very low-key affair.

・He wanted to keep the meetings low-key.

□sombre: =somber; dismal; melancholy

・His room is somber and dark.

・sombre scene

[参照辞書: Merriam-Webster, Oxford English Dictionary, America Heritage of the 

English language, Collins English Dictionary, Macmillan Dictionary, the Free 
Dictionary, Wikipedia]
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